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INTRODUCTION
Astral DNA is my unique take on your natal astrological energies, Namely, my thoughts on
your Sun, Moon, Ascendant, Midheaven plus the planets by Sign, House and Aspects.
Please enjoy it but remember that is primarily for information and entertainment. The stars do
not compel us to do anything we don't want to do and nor can they describe our singular
essence.
Still, there is a lot you can glean from a good look at all you sign/house placements at birth
and the relationships (aspects) that these energies have to one another.
The advantage of these instant, auto-generated birth charts and interpretations is obvious;
speedy astro-info about anyone when you want it. The disadvantage is that in an Instant
Mystic reading, the aspects are not integrated. I can't parse the contradiction between -- say -someone's hard-driving Mars-Saturn and their softer Moon-Neptune energy.
And if you don't like my opinion on a placement or an alignment, well then we'll just have to
disagree. But for a fast-blast and pretty exhaustive take on your (or anyone's) astrological
energy, Astral DNA does the trick.
FYI: it is written in the third person as I want people to be able to get them for other people as
well as for themselves and flipping between "Your Pluto" and "Their Pluto" just slows down the
narrative.
Personally I think magic is real. The same force which moves the stars and planets is within
us. It's profound and amazing, when you think about it. But we are worldly people living in
interesting times and my core intention with Astral DNA is that it's helpful, amusing and
inspirational.
Pax Et Lux, xMystic
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THE RISING SIGN OR ASCENDANT
Your Ascendant is Gemini
Gemini Ascendant people are fluid of mood, mercurial of mind and fidgety. They are easily
freaked out by tedium. Advantages: Gemini Ascendant is the most youthful looking of all,
regardless of chronological years. Gemini Rising is also generally on-point with their image.
It's the Auto-Cool ascendant. Whether professionally or not, they are influencers. Ruled by
Mercury, Gemini Rising people need variety, up to date info and the latest of anything. They're
extra sensitised to Mercury Retrogrades. Out-of-touchiness or a long-winded anecdote
actually upsets them at the existential level. They cannot conceal boredom. Gemini Rising
people are often eloquent gesticulators, story tellers and mimes.

THE MIDHEAVEN OR MC
Your Midheaven is Pisces
An Urban Myth in their own lifetime, the Pisces Midheaven generates a lot of glamor and
charisma. Or, notoriety. It's a big feature of actors and those people who achieve an almost
spooky degree of cultural relevance in the eyes of the masses. It's also the most slippery
Midheaven of all. They can can be drawn to under-worldly Neptunian work and taken in by
vampiric charms. This is the Midheaven of Lady Gaga, the prototypal metaphysician and
virtual 'mother' of the New Age Helena Blavatsky, Cher, Dali and Dylan Thomas. More
notoriously, Marie Antoinette, Genghis Kahn and Osama Bin Laden. For long term success,
this Midheaven needs a coherent creative or spiritual structure or philosophy.

SIGN POSITIONS OF PLANETS
Sun Aries
The Sun in Aries is Exalted. So the solar, self-actualising energy of Sun-God Apollo
expresses brilliantly through Aries. This Sun Sign comes equipped with fierce existential will
to not just survive, but thrive. Critics say that Aries lacks nuance or the ability to be
introspective. It's true that these traits are not a core competency. But Aries makes up for it
with guts and audacity, every damn day. An Aries Sun is pioneering and trail-blazing. Aries is
blessed with enough pure ego power to make s**t happen, go it alone and cop all the "you
can't be serious" crap from the non-believers or the complacent. Aries Is As Aries Does.
Moon Scorpio
Moon in Scorpio is a witch in sheep's clothing, adept at magic, highly intuitive and blessed
with a brilliant ability to grok where other peeps are at even before they themselves
understand it. They have a powerful effect on other people and can sometimes struggle with
this, especially before their first Saturn Return, at the age of 28/29. Their energy field is potent
and stirs the qi of others to negative or positive ends. Scorpio Moon people provoke strong
reactions without even trying. Their sexual appetites are intense yet they are also so attuned
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and sensitive that they can not casually seek gratification. Complicated much? They can bear
grudges and/or nurse a crush for centuries without concern. Their interests and humour are
always verging on the macabre; Moon in Scorpio is a natural Goth.
Mercury Pisces
Mercury in Pisces bestows mytho-poetic consciousness. It is the signature of the Shaman,
Priestess and Surrealist.Mercury in Pisces sees through the veils. Other dimensions can be
as real to this Mercury as the official, earth-bound one. It is the Mercury most in need of a
clear, unpolluted-by-drug-or-alcohol thought stream. They are blessed with a supernatural
degree of charm, when they care to deploy it, but are just as likely to suddenly space out and
astral-slip to avoid a dull conversation. Downside: Focus Issues and deja-vu from past life
flashbacks.
Venus Aries
Love Goddess Venus in the realm of Warrior God Mars is a contradiction but a HOT one.
Whether they are open about it or not, they're into conquest. Challenges arouse them and
their always-on-high-alert pheromones. Turn-Ons: Debating, Sweat inducing exercise,
seductions at short notice. Venus in Aries looks rad in red and responds at the base chakra
level to primal, tribal type drumming.They can be a bit simplistic -romantic/sexual feelings are
either on or they're off. They forgive because they forget. Venus in Aries Allergies: Nuance,
Foreplay, Sedentary Dating.
Mars Capricorn
Mars in Capricorn is the Alpha-Mars, the ultimate. Mars in Capricorn is exalted, meaning that
Mars functions superbly in this sign. In ancient days the person with Mars in Capricorn would
have been recruited to run everything. They can pull off difficult conquests, quell riots and
manage complex scenarios. Only Mars in Virgo and Mars in Taurus come close to the pure
raw work ethic of this Mars. Mars in Capricorn is a Goal Stalker incarnate, constantly
reassessing the game plan and updating to stay relevant. Weak Point: Ruthlessness when in
Regeneration Mode. They have the inner guts to endure through anything. People with this
Mars are renowned for longevity of career and will often leave behind an iconic legacy that
lives beyond their chronological years this lifetime. Prototype Mars in Capricorn peeps include
David Bowie, Bjork and Frida Kahlo.
Jupiter Pisces
Jupiter in Pisces is blessed - just like Jupiter in Sagittarius, as Jupiter used to rule Pisces,
before Neptune was discovered. There is an auspicious energy about Jupiter in Pisces. The
most absurd and surreal situations occur to them and wind up bringing $$$ in the door.
They're often brilliant in the healing or psychotherapeutic fields. Jupiter in Pisces needs to feel
spiritually galvanised by something before investing time, money or attention.
Saturn Sagittarius
A lowly expressed Saturn in Sagittarius can be a zealot, a religious lecture-ranter or one of
those people who are all about the social justice but laissez faire when it comes to their
intimate circles. Saturn in Sagittarius thrives via a genuinely open mind and Zen acceptance
of others with different beliefs. They are sometimes burdened with being strangely
indoctrinated from an early age. The shaking off of intense influences is what makes them.
The other enemy of Saturn in Sagittarius? Constant seeking of a new guru, fresh fix or fad.
The truth really Is within. If this Saturn sign is fencing them selves in, they are intensely
annoyed by Sagittarius Sun people or archetypes.
North Node Taurus
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North Node in Taurus people are ideally navigating toward a prosperous stability, defying their
Scorpio South Node instincts toward sexy chaos.Valuing financial serenity is a spiritual vibe
for Taurus North Node people. Karmic Kryptonite: Fanaticism or edge conspiracy theories
around money and the economy.
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HOUSE POSITIONS OF PLANETS
Sun House XI
Sun in the 11th house people sustain and feed off the Tribe Vibe. They're inspired by the idea
of leading or illuminating communities. Ideals are hot-wired into their psyche and they cannot
warm up to someone who's not aligned with their vision. Friends and networks are their
Everything. Their matrix of contacts and terrain knowledge is often outrageously nuanced. In
love, it can seem as if the 11th House person values you so much more once the romance is
over and you join their gilded group of friends. Their secret ideal: Living with an entourage. Or
in a vision-driven commune. Strength: they're for real about liking people from "all walks of
life" -- they are genuinely non-judgemental and utopian. It can also be their weakness. There
can be a lack of worldly pragmatism and once smashed up by 'the system', the 11th House
Sun person turns rogue and embittered.
Moon House V
Lady Gaga, Britney Spears, Ru Paul, Diego Maradona, Bernard-Henri Levy, Andrea Boccelli,
Picasso, Kendrick Lamar, Kristen Stewart: the list of Moon in the Fifth House people reads like
nominations for a surreal awards ceremony. It is a Performance Moon. Those born with the
Moon in the Fifth House have a psyche-driven desire to develop and show off a talent. The
same ego that fuels their success can also make them erratic. It is a restless Moon and can
burn out the psychic synapses of the person with it, even as they shine ever more bright and
charismatic. Validation is like oxygen to them. If they don't get to realize their creativity, they
can make the craziest stage parents.
Mercury House X
Mercury in the Tenth House people are acutely attuned to power, hierarchy and their own
vocational desires. They're pragmatic, brilliant at building their own brand or reputation and
highly adaptive. It is a mature-vibe Mercury. Regardless of their chronological age, the
transmission is they they're got their shit-together, are grounded and have paid or will pay
their dues. They care about status and the way in which they're perceived. Secret Talismanic
Gift Object: Beautiful stationery and/or high-end tech upon which to record their superior
thoughts. They like to status-signal.
Venus House XI
The Host/Hostess archetype expressed to its fullest potential, Venus here likes community
engagement and interaction with society at large. One on ones can cramp their style. This
Venus is skilled at developing a tribe vibe and will often be the center of a scene. Friendship is
far more important to them than the potential isolation of couple-hood. They have a hive
mentality and would be thrilled to have an entourage of some sort.
Mars House VII
These people are pro-confrontational. They're good at conflict resolution and can even be
skilled diplomats but confrontation itself does not bother them. It can even energise them. A
tonne of politicians and leaders have this placement. It's optimal for a person who will, by dint
of their work, have to face a constant barrage of criticism and carping? Mars in the Seventh
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house is also a brilliant tactician and planner. But without a big arena for their energies, this
Mars can turn a bit bats. If a relationship is their only 'playing field', the Mars goes rogue.
Jupiter House X
Regardless of their age, the Jupiter in the Tenth House person is always a contender. It is the
Jupiter most likely to defy time as a point of principle. They blend vital life force and a mad
desire for security with pure, raw hoof grip on even the most sheer of rock faces. This is the
Jupiter placement most likely to rise from adversity to triumph. They tend to have the love of
the public or a fantastic reputation, no matter what they do. Every Jupiter in the Tenth House
person has a touch of the vaudevillean. They are show-people and success addicts.
Saturn House VI
Saturn in the 6th house people need their system. Their mind-body-matrix is exquisitely
sensitve. These industrious souls can shut right down if blasted with unjust criticism or if they
are compelled to do something they are against. Their emotions reflect in their body at warp
speed. Control of their food and environment is not intended to be a manipulative maneuver,
it's a self-protective mechanism. Saturn here can sometimes experience unusual ailments
early in life and this scenario forces them into a higher consciousness of health or their own
physicality than they would otherwise have.
Uranus House VI
Uranus in the Sixth House people need to run their own work schedule and align it to their
unique nutrition and fitness concepts. They're avid for the breaking health trend, vitamin
discovery or workout technique. If not an exercise geek, they're big on plants, animals and
being the change they want to see in the world. Low-Vibing Uranus in the 6th house is the
crazy colleague or the person acting way weird at the gym. If working in a super-normal
environment, they can be a bit "Eleanor Oliphant."
Neptune House VII
Neptune here automatically puts people at high risk of being Love Zombies. Their relationship
ideals are so high, they're on another planet someplace. The only way to realize them can be
to layer on a hefty dose of fantasy and avoid actual dating or mating. Or to actually hook up
with someone super-elusive or whose priority is drugs, God, music or something mystical.
Optimally, they set up some basic precautions against Lower Neptunian people (addicts,
vampires, grifters) and refuse to project their inner beauty onto others OR try to have a
religious experience via an earthly relationship.
Pluto House V
Pluto in the 5th House people are fanatical about art, style, fashion, music, culture and the
theatre of dating. They're glamorous, passionate people who cannot see the point of living at
any volume below loud. Every choice they make -- from the style of cutlery to the name they
call their child has layers of significance and symbolism behind it. Source Vibe powers their
creativity and whatever they do, their manifesting powers are extraordinary. They consciously
create themselves and the lucre they need to fund the lavish style of life that they aspire to.
Pluto 5th housers include Donatella Versace, Miuccia Prada, Adele, Lady Gaga, Johnny
Cash, Hunter S Thompson, Christine Lagarde, Barbara Streisand, Dr Dre, Billie Holiday and
Michael Phelps.
North Node House XI
North Node in the 11th house people are fantastic at politics and community or tribe vibe.
They're idealists who can actually generate traction for powerful social reforms. They lose
momentum the moment they try to be too 'fabulous' or put style over substance.
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PLANETARY ASPECTS
Sun square Mars
Let's not fuq about with this. Sun-Mars Square people can kick themselves where it hurts. It's
the classic "own goal" scenario where the natural drive Mars Vibe works at odds with the
self-actualisation process. Of course it can be turned into a major asset. Nobody keeps
Sun-Mars Square People down. Often they get their combat skills from early scenarios in life
that demanded a degree of strength never evoked in many. If they are defensive, it is because
they had to defend themselves. The correct channelling of anger/lust/ambition is vital or else it
undermines their self-expression and personal identity. A sad and rather dark example of
Sun-Square-Mars is the South African athlete Oscar Pistorius. Nicer? Domestic
violence/abusive relationship survivor and thrivalist diva Tina Turner. She was doing fierce
brave charisma in the face of adversity and publicizing contentious issues long before it went
mainstream. UFC Champion Amanda Nunes has this!
Sun trine Saturn
The Sun-Trine-Saturn character is blessed with brilliant timing and the ability to scale life
within their means. Unless this influence is counteracted by some drastic Jupiter action,
they're composed and super-together at the worldly level. They're good at attracting mentors
and taking decent advice. They're good at smoothly integrating Saturnine energy with their
identity and desire to shine. Side-Hustle: they're fantastic at rising through hierarchies and
scoring funds from big companies.
Sun square Neptune
Sun-square-Neptune people need super-strength barriers around Neptunian substances and
past-times that only antidote their magic. Delusional Economics, Rescue Romances, Love
Zombie Crushes, Drugs & Alcohol are all dangerous to these characters. They're high off their
own charisma, a direct connection to Source Vibe and often a crazy, amazing talent. They're
also super-charged bait for vampires disguised as visionary hotties. It's Lady Gaga, Ella
Fitzgerald and Carl Jung levels of artistic high/society altering genius AND it's River Phoenix,
Whitney Houston, Gia Carangi - the Sun heat turned into a dark dead star by drug abuse.
Sometimes huge talent exists alongside an element of delusion with this lot. Ross Ulbricht the A Grade student and Eagle Scout student turned criminal mastermind creator of the Dark
Web site Silk Road (a kind of E-Bay for criminals) - is a Sun-Neptune square guy. He says
he's a libertarian. So was Kurt Vonnegut: "We are whoever we pretend to be."
Moon trine Mercury
These characters have enormous capacity to express their emotions and eloquently discuss
difficult subjects. A particular specialty? Putting feelings into a pertinent philosophical or
literary context. It's big in song-writers and poets but also the most successful of con-artistes.
Moon trine Jupiter
Moon Trine Jupiter people are egalitarian, kind and often innately good. Their instincts around
business and commerce are uncanny, confounding people who behave more sharkily. Their
Kryptonite: getting emotionally stuck in the music or sensibility of an era long-gone. They're
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sentimental. They can be ultra-magic but have absolutely no idea.
Moon conjunction Pluto
It's always midnight in the garden of Moon-Pluto. The Moon-Pluto conjunction occurs occurs
once a month, a particularly potent Lunar Portal that inspires depth dialogue and candid
reveals. People who are born with it are breathtakingly brave with their emotions and
willingness to unflinchingly face complex scenarios. They are often drawn to work where they
support others through extreme circumstances and major life transitions. Their every feeling or
intimacy is super-charged with Pluto Vibe. They're comfortable at a much higher level of
intensity than most people. Of course, not everything that blooms in this garden of theirs is
desirable. They need to learn early how to weed out obsessions and vengeful emotions.
Moon trine Midheaven
Superior Emotional Intelligence applied to work and business realms is the gift of
Moon-Trine-Midheaven. They're fantasically intuitive managers of time, money, people, details
and energy. Unique Gift Alert: They are easily able to perceive the connection between micro
tasks and the bigger macro picture of their job or business.
Mercury square Uranus
Like any Mercury-Uranus alignment, Mercury-Square-Uranus holds the promise of
unconventional ingenuity. It's just that they can find it harder to integrate the Uranian genius
when the two planets are at odds like this. They can find it difficult to trust their wilder
perceptions or unique ideas and even attempt to distance themselves from them by insisting
on rigorous protocol and establishment values. They need something officially 'weird' to be
working on or thinking about. Otherwise their personal magic backs up and lightbulbs blow
around them. The writer Yuval Noah Harari has this aspect, as does Bjork.
Mercury trine Midheaven
Mercury-Trine-Midheaven people are operators. They're good at managing upwards, getting
their message out, promoting themselves or a cause and deploying their eloquence to stay
relevant in business. They're cash-canny and agile in any economic circumstances. Don't get
between them and a tasty morsel of industry or career gossip.
Venus trine Mars
They're sexually magnetic and usually the sorts of people who always seem to have
something intriguing going on. Whether they're serial monogamists, suburban bible belt secret
swingers, pair-bonded to someone they view as their soulmate or married to their work/art,
they give off a low-frequency sensual hum. Their attitude to mating and dating is usually
cheerfully pragmatic, because they don't find unnecessary drama or turgid dialogue to be
amusing.
Venus trine Uranus
Venus-Trine-Uranus energy works brilliantly in an enlightened relationship or for a
super-functional singlehood. But in any kind of limited or repressive mating/dating paradigm,
they are out the door fast. They're genuinely independent people who have an innate aversion
to any form of rigid relationship construct. They're brilliant at forming unique relationships and
friendships fast. Venus-Uranus people are not normally super-sex-motivated: they're all about
high-order cognitive chemistry. They either connect with you at Warp Speed or they find you
energetically irrelevant.
Venus conjunction North Node
Venus-North-Node people have fantastic style, art, travel and love instincts. The people,
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places and aesthetic that they are drawn to is tied into their optimal destination. They've got a
high synchronicity factor going on in their everyday life, meeting people who know people and
so forth. In classical astrology, this aspect portended the cliched 'good catch.' Or they're one
of those people who get 'discovered'. They're natural-born influencers.
Venus square Midheaven
Venus-Square-Midheaven people can find that their relationships lead them away from their
optimal vocation or vice versa. But it need not be that love conflicts with their professional life.
It could be that they have an innate aversion to playing the role required of them by a career,
that it does not feel 'them'. Or, even that the personal life becomes inspiration for a stellar
career. Taylor Swift, Rihanna and Beyonce all have Venus --Square-Midheaven. See also
Shirley Manson, Debbie Harry, LeAnn Rimes, Cher and Grace Jones. For an officially
challenging 'square' aspect, Venus-Square-Midheaven seems almost like a prerequisite to
success in music at least. Possibility: That it affords the person a useful objectivity about their
public image. Optimally, their partner is either their agent, co-biz owner or simply
super-supportive of the Venus-Midheaven's person Goal-Stalking.
Mars conjunction Uranus
Mars conjunct Uranus is the astral signature of the activist. Black Panther leader Angela Davis
and Alice Walker (The Colour Purple) are both Mars-Uranus. If not an actual activist, their very
style of life is revolutionary. Mars-Uranus does not choose to be a non-conformist as some
sort of a stance. They're just ahead of other people or society and they've got the audacity to
craft a life their way. They're liberators. See also Rihanna, Trent Reznor, Frida Kahlo, Maria
Montessori, Wim Wenders, Steve Martin, Agnes Varda, Lykke Li and the woman who wrote
the fantastic Mansplaining essay, Rebecca Solnit.
Mars conjunction Neptune
When the Warrior God aligns with Shamanic Neptune, the result is visionary people with a
spooky, other-worldly charm and talent. It is the signature aspect of Ryan Gosling, Sarah
Paulson, Grimes and the poet Dorianne Laux. Mars drives Neptune hard so if the Neptune is
set to receive haute concepts and conjure up unique vistas, these people pull off
magic-seeming stunts on a regular basis. If drugs or other compulsions get a grip on them, the
Mars drives that. William Blake had this: "The path of excess leads to the palace of wisdom."
Mars trine North Node
Mars-Trine-North-Node have fantastic instincts around where to put their energy. It's not so
much that they run complex analytics or rely on cultural commenters for their info. They
energetically sense when a phase, society, trend or attitude is generating and when the vibe is
dying. Secret Scary Super-Power: Picking up on the energy of relationships -- not so much
nuance but strength-weakness, heat-frigidity, loyalty-treachery.
Mars opposition Ascendant
These people are classically combative, projecting their internal conflict onto every person
they meet or encountering it in their relationships. You'd just avoid them and their
debating-champion relating mode but they're also hot. Superfly Mars Vibe pulses through their
endocrine system, like a hormones system as yet unmapped by scientists. They usually like
arguing about politics, culture, the local council, science, whatever. The High Vibe
Mars-Opposition-Ascendant people are great if they've got an outlet -- defense barrister,
activist, big-deal management, athlete -- and they can adore relationships where they get to
work with you on something. If they don't like heated discussion and would prefer you to just
shut up and listen to them lecture-rant, evacuate.
Jupiter square Saturn
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Jupiter-Square-Saturn people can can ricochet between insanely lower Saturn, mean and
carping, self-limiting and a misery to be around and over-the-top garish Jupiter, a gambler,
reckless with other peoples emotions, money, time. Ideally, they create some 'set and forget'
rules to honour their Saturn - healthy boundaries, a sane $$$ practice- and then the ebullient
Jupiter energy thrives with appropriate 'fencing.'
Jupiter trine Pluto
They would probably not put it like this but on some level, the Jupiter-Trine-Pluto person feels
religious about their hustle. Every damn day they're up and at it, generating lucre, counting
their pentacles and feeling -- somehow -- guided. When they get money -- and they usually do
acquire decent amounts of it, they're generous and not in a naÃ¯ve way. Their prosperity
beliefs demand that they give back. They often have surprising charities or secret histories
with money.
Uranus trine North Node
Uranus Vibe channeled through an easy, smooth-flowing 'trine' alignment to the North Node
Beacon of the Future works really well. These people 'get away' with liberation stunts that
others don't. They learn early how to rewire scenarios to suit themselves and they're often
fervent advocates for freedom in other people and creatures. Their contempt for outdated
paradigms or laws is tangible: it's like you can see their hair on end when they're encountering
saurian values.
Uranus opposition Ascendant
Old-fashioned astrology books are hilarious on this aspect. They say these people are bolters,
runaway brides, jilting grooms, bigamists and people who run off to join a religious order just
to get out of wedded bliss. In the 21st Century, Uranus-Ascendant Opposition people are seen
simply as people who want to invent their own unique style of relationship or no-relationship.
Their dilemma is that they often desire an attachment and complete freedom. They definitely
cannot tune their frequency to receive a dying-era wavelength.
Neptune trine North Node
In love and vocation, they are often obeying a calling. If they keep their consciousness-clear of
mind-altering substances, these people are tapped straight into Source Vibe and able to make
brilliant decisions off their instincts. Etherically, they're super-sensitive. Hence the "no mind
altering substance' dictate. They're also able to recall other times, sometimes via a scent,
breeze or moment of DÃ©jÃ vu.
Pluto opposition North Node
This aspect means that Pluto is actually conjunct the South Node, as they are always
opposite. The good news is that Pluto-South-Node people are able to draw on a rich reservoir
of past life acumen and experience. They really are that connected. However they may
appear -- Zen, cool, whatever -- they're ancient souls with a primordial wisdom. They're born
worldly and they're good with power. Their challenge: To not get stuck in the sign/house
themes of their Pluto/South Node just because they have such a strong pull on them.
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